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Beer, Opium OK'd
For Future SUB
The new SUB, construction of
which will begin next year, will
contain the beer-bar so eagerly
sought after by UNM students,
Bob Co!)per, SUB chairman announced today,
.
In addition to serving beer .several other desirable features have
been added, Cooper said. They include: An opium den for those
students who don't like beer; A
motion picture house showing only
French · pictures for those who
like neither beer nor opium; a
domino room for the wilder students; a salon in which beer and
opium will be served (mixed) for
people who. like to play dominos
while they watch French pictureB
and who are just crazy about everything.
In addition, Cooper said, one
room will be given over to a
large piece of canvas·with a hole
in it. Cooper promised that there
would be a member of the faculty
on hand 24 hours a day to place
his head through the hole. Bring
your own rocks, he warned., .

Police and Coach
Hunting Cause ol
LC!rge Navel Loss

-

--

.Phooey, Slurp, Pssst,
Phiddle, Slush, Lisp

A new book, ''Life Among the
Pta1•migans" by assistant in!'ltructor Pablo Pthomas of the psychology faculty, has just been reTwo days ago Cecil Daniels, leased . by the Knopf Publishing
Lobo trainer, sent up a flare for Company, "I don't know which
help. Daniels picked up a mys- way it went," Knopf said.
terious object after one of the · . Pthomas spent three themes spring practice sessions. He said I mean three semesters in Patathat he found it lying on the grass gonia pstudying ptarmigans in
near the mid-field stripe. As it their native habitat. "All l had
nuzzled him, Daniels took it into to eat," Pthomas psaid," were the
the coach's office in hopes that Ptarmigans that pfell to the
ptrigger of my pfowling piece."
someone could identify it.
After J'leveral hours of close inspection, the co~ching staff threw was dismissed.
up their hands, which is no mean
Police called in on the case are
trick, Doctors :from the University worki!]g day and night in an efinfirmary were called in for con- fort to find the owner. Sergeant
sultation.
Looney said that the only clues
Subjected to many tests, the found so far are meager. A small
identity of the article was found. amount of lint has been garnered
Chief of Staff, Roger Spleen, told from the stomachless-button. e.nd
this paper that the object "is ob- m~y lead police to the owner.
·
viously a large navel.''
There were no claw marks found
A hurried check of all the play- on it.
Authorities suggest that every
ers showed that there was not
one single navel missing from the citizen in Albuquerque make an
53-odd tummies. A possibility that immediate check in an effort to
a player was born with two navels assist police officers.
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Buy
New
TNE Will
·
··
Estula
Prexy Says
At a special meeting of TNE

last night in the SUB main
lounge,
it was
decided
buy a
new
estufa
for Pi
KappatoAlpha.
"We've been awfully nasty to
those boys," the fraternity president said. ''We have some money
left over in our charity fund and
I can't think of a better use for
it.'' Reports from high sources reveal that TNE is negotiating with
the engineers for purchase of
their sump to be rebuilt into a
new estufa.

Askum Forsum Tells How

Askum Forsum, ~ocal psychology professor, asked his class the
other day how one could best determine ·whether or not a girl
was ticklish. Nobody knew the
answer.
"Give her a -couple of test tickles," the professor .said scornfully.
Be sure to vote in YOUR student elections May 1.
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Cadets Fe.ar lobos,~
Game Is Cancelled
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Senate Discusses
.
.

New Constitution
In special session yesterday af~
te1•noon, the Student Senate continued to study the new proposed
constitution of the Associated
Students.
The Senate began the job of
ratifying it at Friday's session,
but adjourned after several hours
work.
The constitution was drawn up
by the Senate Constitutional' committee, and since last September,
has been in the hands of the Student Affairs committee. It was released by that body to the Senate
last Friday. ,
After Senate acceptance, it still .
must go to the voting faculty for
approval before going on the bal·
lot for student body vote on May
1st.
According to members of the
committee who drafted the new
-constitution, the main purpose has
been to eliminate over-lapping of
phases of student government.
After defining the meaning of
Associated Students in Article I,
the constitution devotes five sections to student rights in Article

Rabbit~ Recaptured

Three rabbits which escaped
from the health laboratory last
night were recaptured this morning under the Fine Arts building.
. There were still three rabbits.

'

li

Flying Disc • • •
(From Page Wun)
Qualified men in the field of asarouse the public in falce interest.
tronomy have studied such reports, but were put under pressure by the government to withhold any information on their
findings. Most of them have conceded that the objects reported
prior to this did not have the
characteristics of a meteor, nor
was the planet Venus in sight during these times the saucers were
witnessed.
Further information on the
Ladrone incident is expected to
come from Washington in the next
day or two.
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These sections guarantee full
and equal rights in student community' without regard for race,
religion, sex, or political beliefs.
It prohibits se!"regation and intole1·ance in public places, clarifying boycott action procedures.
This Article also grants freedom of exuression, assembly. and
the right of student appeal
against rulings and legislation of
student government.
Article III sets up the Legislative Branch of student government, including the Senate and
Council. It defines and assigns
legislative powers, specifies the
composition of those bodies and
how they shall be elected, and
qualifications of representatives
to the Senate and Council.
It also specifies the qualifications of organizations which shall
be eligible . to be represented in
the Student Senate.
As of yesterday's session, the
Senate bad discussed and informally accepted through Section 5
of article III, the provisions as set

Famous UNM
...

Alumna says:
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FAGS"

Best AFROTC Cadet
To Get Widney Trophy

.

OLYMPC AR
HOLDER OF 3
WORLD ReCORDS
The Air-Force Captain
who drifted 47 days on
a raft

FAGS are made from the finest domestic and imported
leaves. We age thern, bake thern, parch them, grind them
and eve·n smoke them. Due to a shortage of leaves this year,
FAGS even contain tobacco. Try them on YOUR throat. If
you don't agree that FAGS give you the cleanest, the mildest, the best tasing smoke you've ever had, you're crazy.

'U

206 FREE SEATS
6300 EAST CENTRAL

Try the 30 day

FAG
TEST
If your hands don't look more
lovable switch to soap.

Tues. Nite - April4

LA LOMA
j

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST

IT'S MARIJUANA 2 TO I !

LOB

DAILY
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West Point today cancelled
their scheduled football game with
the Lobos. "They're too much for
us," Coach Blake said in a statement today, "I'm saving my boys
for the game with the Tecumseh
Teachers. We'll murder 'em."
Specific reasons for the cancellation were not given, but it is
thought that the rumor that the
Lobos were bludgeoning their opponents with knotted towels during the game may have something
to do with it. Last season . six
players opposing the Lobos were
carried from the field with injuries ranging · from hangnails to
gnawed eyelashes to ciP"ar burns
in the outer eaJ:.
In the student election vote for
platforms and policies rather than
factions.
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An eight inch bronze trophy,
presented to the Air Force ROTC
detachment by Dr. George C. Widney, Sr., Albuquerque osteopathic
surgeon, will be a\va1·ded to the
outstanding freshman AF.ROTC
cadet April 13.
...
It was announced that this
award will be made during a joint
review of the NROTC and AFROTC units. Formal presentation
of awa1·ds will be held at 11:00 a.
m. in Zimmerman stadium .

forth with minor changes in word·
ing.
Senate President Bob Cox said
today that the Se:nate would continue to work on the constitution
at every possible moment, in order
to assure its being presented to
the students on the spring election ballot.

Campus Candidates
May Go On Display
Skitch Henderson and his orchestra will supply the music for
the all student body Fiesta dance
at La Lorna Ballroom, May 13,
the Student Council announced
Thursday m&ht.
A motion by Ed Glaser for a
Council sponsored political assemby to allow students to see their
candidates was passed, and a committee was set up to work out the
time and place.
The Councii gave approval to a
World Student Service Fund drive
to be held May 1 to May 6. Kappa Alpha Theta is sponsoring the
drive, whose goal is $5000.
President Bill Fields also appointed 'committees to check on
the p1·ogress of the campus variety ehow and the overall recreation picture on campus.
The committee to check the variety show was appointed after a
discussion by Council membeJ.:s on
the value of the show. A motion
by Bob Granick to limit expenditures to $50 until further notice,
was passed. Steward, impressario
of the show, and his co-authors,
were asked to appear before the
council at its next meeting,
The council will hold its monthly student gripe session meeting,
Thursday, April 13. All dissatisfied students are urged to present
their complaints at this time.

Campus "Crime"
Hits Slow Month
"March was the slowest month
we've had for a long time," Sgt.
Noel Looney of the University Police commented, when he opened
his records for that month.
There were only 12 parking violations and one traffic violation,
involving the running of a !)top
sign.
Sgt. Looney didn't offer any
opinion for the slack season in
crime, but he appeared to be
plellsed.
He said he was havlng some of
the yellow "no parking" zones
painted gray to help ease the
parking problem on the campus.

PROBE TAKES NEW TURN .....

Japanese Educator
Compares Campus
With Uof Keio
By Clint Smith
Men, have you ever looked about
campus with despair at the relative lack of young ladies enrolled
hewJu, perhaps you can console
yourself on dateless nights with
statistics of enrollment at the
University of Keio, Japan.
They have 100 young ladies enrolled and 9,900 men.
Ths information comes from
likable Dr. Koji Ushioda, president of the University of Keio,
who is spending two days here as .
a guest of President Tom Popejoliis visit is sponsored by the ll
Federal Security Agency in the
hope that the Japanese educators
will take back with them democratic concepts of education. Fifty
educators from Japan are touring the U.S. this year.
The University is Dr. Ushioda's
only stop in the Southwest. He
recently visited the University of
Chicago, and is enroute to West
Coast institutions.
Keio is the oldest university in
Japan. It was established in 1858.
Its founder, a man of little wealth,
endowed the university with proceeds from the sale of his books.
At present it is guided by a board
of 60 trustees, and an executive
board of ten, of which Dr. U shioda
is chairman.
When asked about the number
of government-supported universities in Japan, the educator stat.
ed that prior to the war there
were only 18, but that now there
are 68.
.
Departmentally, the University
is divided into five parts; EconomiCs, Law', Literatui'Ei, .Medicine, and Engineering.

'Beats Ki

nd'

Say Dorm Men
By Bill Wade
While workmen were busy yesterday morning with the
construction of the driveway of the new men's dorm on South
Cornell, the first group of Kirtland Fielders drove up in UNM
maintenance department trucks.
. :
·
Marking the end of a long series of delays, the movement

Enro ment Nurnbers.
11
To Be G·1ven by Ma~1 1
.
'
Long lines to secure registration numbers will be abolished for
future ·enrollment periods, J. C.
MacGregor, director of the office
of admissions has announced.
In a letter now in the mails to
all students attending the University, MacGregor explains the new
procedure. The new plan applies
to all students planning to attend
the summer school and the regular fall session, he said.
All the student has to do is to
sign his name indicating his intention of attending during the
summer or fall and either mail or
bring the signed letter to the office of admissions. MacGregor said
that the earlier the letter is returned to his office, the lower
would be the registration number.
To stress the importance of returning the letter, the di~·ector of
admissions said that no period is
provided dur1ng the regular registration for students now enrolled
in the University who do not }!ave
the pre-enrollment numbers.

Former Lobo Staller Complains • • .

Daughter Swipes Family Newspaper
"AnyWhere and every-Where,
with young and old, it's The Daily
Lobo/"
But, explains former staffer,
Mrs. Phyllis Woods Lee, "We're
just Daily Lobo fans by nature."
At any rate, it seems the Lees
would be, if their two-year-old
gave them half a chance at the
paper.
Each evening, :father Carroll, a
junior in Business Administration
carts home a precious copy :for his
wife to look over.
But, she never gets to it, she
complains. ·
"Leslie Ann just snatches. it
from me," says she, "and retires
to the family 'library'.
4'She is only two," Mrs. Lee
adds, "and I am fairly certain
that l'eading is not one of her
achievements yet.
"Mavbe she's just following Li'l
Abner!!'

from Kirtland will continue with
the transfer of students from four
barracks a day until all 12 buildings are vacated.
• Most of the :first men were put
on the second floor, and the students who have lived at Kirtland
Field the longest were getting top
priority on single rooms.
D 0 w n s t airs the finishing
touches were being put on the
kitchen and linoleum was being
laid in the lobby.
Fine Arts major Bob McCoy
couldn't get over his delight with
his view of the Sandias. "I can
do all my landscape painting right
from this room," he said.
William J. Ryan was impressed
with the sound-proofing. "Back at
Kirtland you could hear a guy in
the next room taking a cigarette
out of a pack.''
Remembering the fire that
burned a Kirtland barracks to the
ground two years ago, Walter
Hyde said he liked the fire-proofing. "I feel safe here," he added
Other comments: "Beats the
roar of the J'ets.'' "The lighting is
terrific.''
After· praising the color scheme
of his room and the amount of
desk space he now bad, Robert M.
Brown summed up the general

tinguisher is supposed to discharge itself when a certain temperature is reached.
.
At the end of each barracks is
a portable fire extinguisher on
wheels. These. are intended to
serve 3 to 7 apartments.
The hose and nozzle are missing
from one of these, with only an
empty rusty. plug exposed to the
air. On another unit, the nozzle
was plugged with dried mud. An·
other extinguisher was not to be
found on its little wooden stands.
There are two fireplugs along
the length of the project.
There is no fire alarm box. One
tenant rep01•ted that an alarm sys•
tern had been requested from the
city commission through Managei' Wells. To date, only evasive
commitments have been received.
Estimates show it would talte
:four minutes on a windy day, and
eight minutes on a still one for an
entire bat·racks to burn to the
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land are you? Then you don't
know the relief.''

"New Walk" Latest
Paris Fashion Tip
c

By Garnell Dove
The old tramp, prance, or stride
is out. We now have the "New
Walk" the latest fashion dictate
straight from Dior in Pa1is.
It's a sort of hip-fol:'\yard glide.
You give the hips a slight forward jut, meanwhile leaning backward from the small of the back
upwards. Then GLIDE.
With considerable practice, and
some modifications "the walk" becomes fairly simple.
It's the only way to walk in this
spring's shorter, skin-tight skirts.
"It's the reason fashion models
appear to glide effortlessly down
the style runways,'' says Christian Dior.
Try it, you'll find yourself just
slithering along-on the slant.

.
ground.
Tenants have also requested
that a fire bose and wrench be
placed in the area within reach of
tenants, but it was denied them ·
on the grounds that it was unconventional.
There are two public telephones, exposed .to the elements
and children. Tenants reported
that they are out of order most of
the tirhe.
"We'd be luclcy to just get out,
let alone try to save anything,"
said one tenant.
In one apartment, the hot water
heater has a leak near the bottom
of the tank. The linoleum under
the tanlc was burliE!d away some
time ago. The wooden floor is now
·
scorched to a dark brown.
The gas leak in this unit was
reported to Mr. Harrelson's office
last September.
When maintenance men answered. the summons in January,

:(
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Reporter Uncovers Varsity Village Fire l-lazards
By Betty Rebal
"We' are afraid to complain.
We can't .afford to be told to take
it or leave it. We need the housing
very badly.''
Although this was a typical reaction to the second phase of The
Daily Lobo investigation of Varsity Village operation, other tenants were more willing to air
their complaints.
They commented on fite hazards and protection, laclt of police
protection, gas fumes, rats . in
the garbage, and other maintenance problems.
Each apartment in the university housing proiect is 'furnished
with a small, bomb-type .fire extinguisher, placed ncar either the
hot water heater or the gas stove.
In the event of fire, the tenants
have been instructed to thr<~W the
extinguisher just nbo~e the blaze.
If the fire goes unnoticed, the ex-

Ii
,,li

the tenant was told the job Would
take a whole day. Furthermore,
they pointed out that new mechanism would be required. They left
and never came back.
This family has a small baby
at the crawling stage.
In yet another unit, the family
was advised by their dactor to
live without heat because of gas
fumes. The family repeatedly had
requested action from the Housing Office. They wore heavy clothing all winter and left their gas
heater oft'.
A family doctor advised av.other family not to heat their
apartment without having windows open.
And, in another unit, the . hot
water heater shoots out a flame
of twelve inches at its base when·
ever it goes on.
. .
This tenant reported it and was
told his neighbor had just gotten
a new watei' heater, and that it
was impossible to satisfy every-

one.
Several other tenants complained of gas fumes. Only one reported that the flue from his gas
heater has ever been cleaned out.
Others pointed to carbon-black
pipes with hills of carbon on the
floor under the beaters.
•
Windows in some of the barraclts are heavy glass with wire
mesh which ate almost impossible
to open except by two people. Only
five of the 72 units have back
doors.
Some tenants use electric heaters because the gas heaters are
inadequate when the wind blows.
It was reported that at least
one tenant has been using a penny
in his fuse-box, rather than worry
about blown fuses when the cir~
cult gets overdrawn, which is a
source of possible electrical fire.
· (Editor's note: This series will
be continued until all. complaints
have been presented. See editorial
on page two.)
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Night Editor this issue
Betty Rebal
Wright Van Deusen
AU editorial$, unless otherwise signed, are by the editor. The Daily
Lobo dnes not assume tha.t opinions expressed in columns and ediwrial3
are those of the majority of the student body, Contribution8 to the
Letterip column must be accompanied by name and address as e'Vidence
of good faith, and may be cut if exceeding 850 words.

No Laughing Matter
This past week an American
Congressman proposed that no
:further aid be given Britain by
this country until Northern Ireland is released from bondage and
peonage of the British and allowed to Join Erie.
A good many citizens of our
fair land thought it was all a big
joke and a laughing matter.
Your Correspondent knows it
is no laughing matter!
Do you know that today there
are some fourteen prisoners in
the filthy, crumbling Cr-qmlin
Roads jail in Northern Ireland?
Do you know that these men
have been sentenced to various
sentences ranging :from five to
twenty years?
.
Do you know that these men

have been sentenced to receive severe lashings dul'ing their imprisonment?
Do you know the "heinoue"
crime these men were guilty of?
The only crime that they were
guilty of was love of their country.
They, like a good manv of the
Northerners and Abolitionists in
the United States, could not stand
to see a nation divided into two
parts, one of freedom and one of
slavery.
These men, all members of the
e:<dled Irish Republican Army,
have been imprisoned because they
valued their love of country and
their country's welfare far more
than their own individual freedom.
Too long haye the people of

LETTERIP

•

•

•

by L. B. WALLERSTEiN

VILLAGE. PROBE
The investigation of living conditions at Varsity Village
takes a new turn today, as the result of further information
made available to this newspaper.
_It is ?ur firm contention that all housing sponsored by the
Umvers1ty should be above valid reproach. Varsity Village
and all University housing units should meet at least certai~
minimulrl; requirements for decent, secure living.
We didn't undertake the Village investigation to "get"
anyone. Complaints about conditions had been made to us
and we follo:wed them up. We ?idn't st~rt out seeking t~
prove that e1ther Mr. Haralson 1s not domg a good job or
that studep.t .residents are chronic complainers.
'
. Our prmc1ple concern was finding out if Varsity Village
1s ~ reas<?nably adequate place to live. We still don't feel sufficiently; mformed to formulate a definite opinion.
Until the fourth article in the series which appears today
was turned in, it looked as though the Villa(}'e met the standards of decent living.
""'
But now, c~ntacts we couldn't previously make because
of the _necessan!Y secret nature of the pre-publication probe
are bemg established. We at least placed our foot in the door
in the first three articles.
Now that doo;r .is opening wider, we hope we. can get to.
the bottom of ~his thing witliin not too many days.
Food, clothmg, and shelter are the traditional three necessities of life. Clothing is not prov!ded by the University, but
readers may rest assured we w1ll do our best to bring to
light any sub-standard conditions surrounding the other two.
Or, conversely, we shall defend vigorously the matter under
fire, if complete investigation proves complaints not valid.

PRESERVING THE GREEN
This is not a "keep off the grass" bit--previously a traditional seasonal piece in this newspaper.
Rather, this is a "save the grass" editorial. It should be
everybody's inalienable l'ight in the springtime to sit sleep
or otherwise enjoy himself on the grass.
'
But there won't be much grass left. if something is not
done to curb the careless practice of walking on the grassnot out of any aesthetic pleasure, but rather out of laziness.
Why doesn't the proper authority build semi-fences at
strategic points to discourage the careless walkers? Why?

1>

Dear Editor:
My ill iholl'ghts of you and of
one Leibert Wallerstein are running around so fast in my head, I
doubt if I can get them out in
any decent fashion.
I and many other Lobo readers
have put up with his bilge talk
for two or three years now. There
have been many letters to you
against letting that self-appointed
God throw his decisions all around
campus through the medium of
the Lobo and you have at least
:printed some of these complaints.
Thanks for doing that.
But why in the name of good
sense and moral ethics do you allow that person to continue to
ruin what could be a good sheet
with his foul accusations, warped
opinions, double-talk, etc., etc.
I have held my gathering anger
against L. W. up until today, but
by all that's holy, his article, "Exodus-1950" has hit the fan, as far
as I'm concerned.
I refer to his comments about
the administrative staff at Kirtland. Leibert Wallerstein does not
live at Kirtland and hasn't for
some time now. Yet he sets himself up as a one man, "know it
all" critic.
He says 11• • • everyone that
works out there was so damn
snotty. • ." May I inform your
readers that I had the privilege
of living at Kirtland for one full
year and never once did one of
the staff act snotty with mel They
had a job to do and they did it as
b~st they could under very trying
Circumstances.
These trying circumstances
were, in the main, caused by such
neurotics as your correspondent,
L. W., who were too little mentally to see that the University
was doing the best it could for
the male students.
·
And I feel sa.:fe in saying that
if anyone was ever treated snotty
out there it was because they
brought it on themselves and because that kind of treatment is the
only kind they know and can abide

Ireland been subjected to the humiliating specter of partition,
'Too long have the valiant Irish
people lived under the whiplash of
the moth-eaten, washboard-ribs of
the British Lion.
The Irish peopl~ stand today
where Abraham Lmcoln stood in
1861, They stand in the same position tha't th~> valiant Isreali
stood several years ago in fighting
off the British-armed, British-led,
British-paid rabble of the Arab·
world.
The United States now can
strike a great blow for liberty by
demanding that Great Britain
give up Northern Ireland unto the
Irish Free State so the Irish can
once mora be united and go for- ·
ward in a glorious projection of
their glorious past.

Voice of the Students
An idea requiring new ways of
thinking finds no humus in your
feeble brain. It sends you scurrying to the protection of the American Legion and other "100 per
centism pure Americans," who
haven't had an idea for thirty
years and won't have any in the
future, Or is this the status quo
you are interested in?
"Marshall ldiotsky," nonsense I
Don't you know, John, that more
gove1•nment has meant more indb
vidual liberty? Do our democracies have weak governments? .No!
The limited world government
could stop a psycho like that before he got started. We believers
in world federalism can satisfy
ourselves with the thought that
we have devoted some of our
imaginative genius, money, and
time to the abolition of war and
the release of man's energies to
the harnessing of the earth's resources. We have not been addicted to the "billions for war, but
nothing for flood control" school
of thought.
Get out of the driver's seat, and
let people with vision and daring
take over, Blaclrn10re. You'll see
wealth, interplanetary travel, and
fulfillment of Christian ideals you
never dreamed possible once the
shackles binding man's genius to
the chaniot of the god of war are
~mashed and a glorious new day
Is born.
Richard Stephenson
(Ed. Note: Letter Cut.)

Support World Feds

Dr. David T. Bennedetti announces that Psychology 2B
classes will be held in Y1-5, instead of at the Science Lecture
hall, on Tuesday, April 11 and
Thursday, April 13. Abnormal
psychology 103B will meet in Yatoka 125 on Wednesday, April
12. The ciass room changes apply
to those dates only, he said.

By AL CAPP

u•L ABNER
GULp.!:'---f-'T/-1/S IS TOO

MUCH FO' MAH N£RV£Sn"

IS AH FALLIN~INTO

A TRAP?..:)

'I

by.
Do you remember when 212
burned down? I was there and
saw it. I also saw Mr. Haralson
cry. I saw the grave looks on the
faces of both Mr. Popejoy and
Dean Mathany. And that afternoon, Leibert's "snotty" clerks
stayed very late, even into the
night, helping to get the burnedout boys nlaced in other barracks.
And the chow at Kirtland. Of
course it wasn't of the quality
served at the Waldorf. What does
L. W. want? Caviar?
Does he realize what a prob·
lem Mrs. Collins had on her hands
in trying to present a balanced
diet and plenty of it to hungry
men, incorporating in it the best
foods that her limited funds could
buy? Is it fair to kick a person
or a group of persons whlln they
can't defend ·themselves?
If he had wanted to go at this
thing in the right way why didn't
he investigate the possibilities of
having some neutral person, possibly appointed by the Student
Senate, go in and talk with the
staff at Kirtland and get their
side of the story. That would have
15een a step in the right direction,
that would have been the decent
method.
I agree with him that there is
and has been much at Kirtland to
be desired, but the overall picture
is that the University has tried
to make the best of a bad situa~
tion in housing the men out there.
Sincerely
William H. Dame
(Ed. Note: Letter cut.)

Dear Editor:
The ranting and ravings of
John T. Blackmore against world
federation really takes the cake.
Such a mass of hysterical nonsense I have never seen. "Redeemers," "sheep of the world," "warrior resplendent," "new religion,"
"Marshall Idiotsky," "LOro(lrrow
the universe.''
John, you forgot "red," or
haven't you read McCarthy yet?

~e~_
By Garnell Dove

---------------~~~~---------------

Defends Kirtland Life

ellu:Juu; Pte

Note: Psych Students

University Program
TODAY: USCF Holy Week
?ervice1 7 a.m. in the Student Unton basement lounge; 22nd ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF STUpENT W9RK from crafts, drawmg, lettermg, and commercial art
cl!lsses of the department of art
will be sh~wn •daily from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. m. the Fine Arts Bldg.,
•galle~·y. ,unt1l April 18; Student
Pub~I~at1ons Board, Meeting, 4
p.m. m the Journaltsm building•
Kap~a Omicron Phi meeting, {;
P·~· m Sara Rey!lolds hall; Alpha
Ph1 Omega ~eetmg, 7 p.m in the
Student Umon basement lounge;
Anth,ropology Club meeting 1 7
p.m. m l'OOm 203, Ad bldg.; Sigma
Alpha Iota. meeting, 7 p.m. in
ro~m7, l\:iUsic bldg.; Alpha Kappa
Ps1 meet\ng, 7:30 p.ln. in the Stud~nt Um,on so~th loun'l'e; Delta
Sigma Pt mectmg 1 7:30 p.m. in
the . C!ark hall bnaement: Lobo
Chr1.stmn Fellowship Bible Dis·
cus.s10n, 7:30 p.m. in tho Student
Umo!l Chapel roomj Sid Club
meetmg1 7:30 p, m. m r.oom 14
Y~1; NAACP meeting, 8 p.m. i~
room 8,_ Y-1; Hitch and Switch
Squar,e Dance Club dance, 8:30
p. m. m the Gym.
TOMORROW: Faculty Worn•
ens' Club meeting1 2:30 p.m. in
the Student Union basement
lounge; Jonson Gallery showing
paintings by Raymond Jon son
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at 1909 tas Lo~
mas on Anril 5, 7~ and 8; EAS·
TER RECESS BEGINS AT 10
P.M. Classes resume at 7 a m
• •
Monday, April 10.

Judy Rogers, Alpha Chi Omega,
married Frank- Grubbs, president
of Pi Kappa Alpha, last week in
a formal ceremony at St. John's
Episcopal Cathedral.
The bride's gown was of traditional white satin. The other
attendants' · gown followed a
spring color theme, rose,· yellow
and pale green.
Matron of honor was Harrie
Jean Bazos, the bride's sister, here
from Berkley. Bridesmaids were
Stanley Beth Peters and Dorothy
Wang.
The groom's attendants were all
fraternity brothers: Ted Pate,
best man ; Tom Plunkett, and Ted
Schifani, ushers.
A reception was held at the
Country Club afterwards.

•' * •
James Young, field secretary of

Sigma Chi, arrived .from Adzona
last week for a visit at the Sigma
Chi house.
·
He will speak at the next meeting of the fraternity and has approved the plans for the new Sig
house.

* "' *Delta Delta
Mary Gillespie,
Delta, was honored with a kitchen
shower by Tri .Delta at the chapter house last Friday.
Miss Gillespie will marry Jack
Weldon, Kappa Sigma, in Clayton, during spring vacation.
* "' held instalDelta Delta* Delta
lation of new officers Monday
night.

"' "' Jean Kerns,
Jane Reese* and
Kappa Kappa Gamma, were dinner guests of the Tri Delts Tuesday night.
.. * *

Sunday dinner guests at the
Tri Delt house were Ed Powell,
Jack Gibson, Kappa Sigmas, and
Ann Reese, Kappa Kappa Gam~
ma, and Susie Burnham.

* .. ..

New pinnings are: Liz Scanlon,
Pi Beta Phi, to Mike Slasor, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Katie Howard,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, to Eddie
Man, Sigma Chi; Allan O'Connor,
Sigma Chi, and Barbara Davidson, Albuquerque Hig'h School;
Jane Burk, Pi Beta Phi, to Leonard Lee, Kappa Sigma.
Pat Perry, Anchorage, Alaska,
was married recently to John Tosey, New Braunfels, Texas, at the
parsonage of the First Methodist
church Albuquerque.
The bride's attendent was Betty
Floyd, Hokona-Marron. A novel
note was introduced by the wedding party wearing levis.
The newly marrieds are now at
home in New Braunfels.

Thetas Give Program
At Vet's Hospital
Members of Kappa Alpha
Theta and the Elk's Club presented an annual program at the Veteran's Hospital Friday night.
The 45-minute show included
the Theta's stunt night skit, a
take-off on the flapper ,.era by
Julie Ann Dorr and Mary Ann
Mitchell, two vocal solos by Lois
Cox, a vaudeville act starring Jay
Petitt and Sue Moreland.
Barbara Francis, Betty Singer,
Lee Arnett and Julie Ann Dorr
rounded out the program with
cowboy songs. Ed Glaser was master of ceremonies.

l
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Jonson Pt;~intin,gs
To Be Exhibited
In Galle,ry Here

' and women stuSelected men
dents of UNM have an opportu-.
nity to· qualify for training for
commissions as second lieutenants
in the United States Marine Corps
Reserve, it was announced today
by Headquarters, USMC.
Requirements include U. S. citizenship, accreditation at UNM in
the freshman ·or sophomore class,
and the applicant must not belong
to any other military organization.
Honorably discharged vets or
reservists may be accepted from
the junior class. Women caiJdidates may be from any class in
the 'University, or be a graduate
of an accredited college or university, with preference toward junior and senior classes.
Milital'y training requirements
for Reserve commissions are two
six wee)l;s summer periods. Vets
with a year's service may be exempted from the first summer
period. The candidate will be eligible for a commission after successful completion of the summer
training periods, and the attainment of a baccalaureate degree,
·Applicants must be 18 years of
age and not over 25. on date of
graduation. They must be unmarried and agree to remain so until
commissioned.
Candidates will receive about
~125 while in training at Quantico, in addition to quarters, food,
clothing, medical attention, and
travel expenses.
· For further details, contact Major D. A. Van Evera, room 12,
Stadium Building.

Prof. Raymond Jonson has
placed on exhibit 15 of his own
paintings to run du).'ing the month
of April in the Jonson Art Gallery here.
·
Twelve of. the works are trilogies with.three each built around
the Grand Canyon, time cycle, evolution of man, and a series of
dynamics No. 1, 2 and 3. Ten of
the Jon son paintings are don\\! in
oil, three in tempera, and two in
watercolor.
Most spectacular of the lot is
the Grand Canyon trilogy entitled
First, Second and Third 1\fovements which are ·in triangular
frames with the two large angles
at the t(lp tapering off to a long
slender angle at the bottom.
The Time Cycle represents the
Morning, Noon and Night of life
with a tree as .the motif an4 cen·
tral figure.
The Evolution Cycle with its
First, Second and Third Stages is
built around the idea of man's development.
Jonson ·is best known ''for his
vivid coloring and abstract ideas
in painting<~ using all media to
gain his ultimate aims.
The Gallery, located at 1909 Las
Lomas, is. open during the month
of April in the afternoons from
3:30 to 5 :30 Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.
The public is invited without
charge.
'

Traveling Show
To Exhibit Art
The department of' architectural engineering and the BeauxArts Institute of Design of New
York are jointly sponsoring a
traveling exhibition in the libral'y,
April 4-14.
Prof. John J. Heimerich, architectural head, has announced that
the various water colors, sketches,
photostats, and photographs, are
all the work of Eu.,.ene Wasserman, winner of the 33d Pa-ris
Prize and the Lloyd Warren
scholarship in architecture.

Plan April Field Trip

Senior chemical engineers announced that a field inspection
trip will be made for the purpose
of viewing oil refineries, potash
plants, and smelters near Roswell,
Carlsbad and El Paso about April
22.
All students who might be interested are urged to contact Bob
Stief, Walter Perkowski or Lee
Halsey in chemical engineering.
Transportation fee at present is
~9.25':'

Jacque Casler
Shirley Faye
Lindalie Mock
Iris Holt
Marilyn Miller
Sally Masury
Ann Morrow
Lois Reed
Phyllis Stephenson
Annette Williams
Revlon's e~cltlng i•Miss Fashion
Plate of 1950" (Ontest closes midnight, Saturday, April lSI Cost your
ballot, today I
The girl who wins the title "Miss
Fashion Plate of 1950" on your campus will receive a full year's supply
of Revlon products FREE I If she wins
the notional "Miss l'ashlon Plate of
1950" title she will get a free trip to
Bermuda by Pan Amerlcon Clipper,
lncludl
f ng an eMpense-free
1 · b week 1at
i he amous "Cast e Har our", P us
seven ather thrilling prizes: on RCAVIctor "Globetrotter" portable radio1
a lane Hope Chest; an Amelia Ear.
hart Party Case In "Revlon Red"

WATTS
LAUNDRY
Se/I.Service ONE BLOCK: UP YALE

2203 E. Silver

ELAINE JACKSON, Editor

Marine Reserve
Commissions Qpen

*

STUDENT'S BUNDLE
WASHING- SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING

Creative Writing
Contest Still Open

New Mexico ~obo Society

l

Pre-Meds Eligible
For Two Awards
Two scholal'ship awards for
premedical students al'e to be
awarded this semester.
They are the Botts Memorial
and the Wilkerson Memorial
scholarships, worth $250 each.
The awards will be made this
spring to the junior or senior premedical students who are outstanding in scholarship and show
prom1se 'of "being good medical
students.
"It is important that at least
two recommendations from professors accompany each application," Dr. e. V. Wicker, chairman
of the Prizes and Awards committee said.
Forms for the recommendations
and the 1·egular application blanks
are available at the Personnel
office. Com p 1e ted applications
should be sent to Dr. Wicker by
April 15.

There have been only 15 el\tries
in the English department creative writing contests, Dr. C. V.
Wicker, chairman of the Prizes
and Awards co.mmittee ann(lunced. ·
The contest, which closes April
15, offers $270 in 12 prizes.
As · an added incentive, Dr.
Wicker saiq he expec'ts· the will·
ning ma11uscripts · will be published in the Thunderbird as usual.
. Winners iu last year's contest,
whose work appears in the latest
issue of tbe Thunderbird, are
Dan Skillin, David McKmnon,
Frances Reno, John Wood, and
Jim Culberson.
Manuscripts should be turned
in. to Dr. Wicker at Hodgin 22,
using a pen name, with the real
name in an envelope.

Recent Easter contributi,(lns :for
the War Memorial Chapel fund
were:
··
· ·
A $203 check contributed by Alpha Chi Omega alumni through
Mrs.
W. White and Mre. P. S.
Weigs.
A check donated by Mr. Simon
Glaser.
·
·
A ~50 check presented by Mrs.
Chester Bebber, '18, president, and
Mrs, C. A. Cudigan, secretarytreasurer, on behalf of the Kap~
Sigma Mothers.

w.

Be sure to vote in YOUR student electi,ons May 1.

,.

Shelley•s Odd Traits
Subject of Grabo Book

Shelley's Eccentricities, by Dr.
Carl H. Grabo is the sixth title in
the scholarly publications to be
released during the current academic year in the University Publications Series.
Dr. Grabo, while investigating
the physical and psychological
background of the sad and short
existence of Shelley, delves into
the many hallucina.tions connected
with the ·poet's love affairs, religious views, and financial struggles.

Summer Courses

University of Madrid
Study and Travel

A rare opportunity to enjoy memorable experiences in
learning and living! For' students, teachers, others yet to
discover fascinating, historical Spain. Courses include
Spanish language, art and
culture. Interesting recreational program included.
For details, write now to
SPAN IS II STUDENT
TOURS
500 Fifth Ave.,
New York 18, N.Y.

11
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4419 E. Central
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Flowers For All Occasions
GARDENIAS
CAMELIAS
ORCHIDS
SPECIAL CARNATION
CORSAGES
$1.50 AND UP
For
Free and Immediate
Delivery

Call 5-2301
Open Sundays

NEW MANAGEMENT
65cDINNERS

, f........ ·,

leather; a necklace, bracelet and
earring set by Trlfarl; a sliver-plated
lighter, cigarette urn and tray set by
Ronson; a year's supply of Berkshire's
nylon stockings; a Wittnauer wrist
watch.

Jl"

......,

.50
39
·
UP

Choose your candidate on four (OUnfs
only: beauly and charm,, .lashlon
knowledge and dreu,., personal
grooming .. , personalily and poise,
Clip. your ballot today· and drop It
In the ballot box In this newspaper
office or olher locations on campus,
There's a panel of beauty authorities
waiting to Judge your candidate fol'
the national Grand Prize,

PLATE of 1950", a contest sponsored by Revlon

~roducts Corp. ~
~

415

~

w.

Central

OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 8 P.M.

:**********************************************:
'

~,'
.I

109 S. YALE

! Have you cast your
;
i ballot for Revlon's
i* "Miss Fashion Plate
!;* of 1950"1

.!

ll

STYLE
. _H

~ . . •
. A glamorous trip to Bermuda by Pan American Clipper, *
***GRAND
PRIZE***********************************
lnclud•ng an expense-free week at the famau•"Castla Harbour". _
~
**
I nominate
for "MISS FASHION_ *

~ Your Name

More Contribute
To Chapel Fund

N O,W 0 PEN I N G
U-DRIVE IN

*
;*
-~
~
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Diamond ·Crew
Prop Three Games
In Weekend Tally
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Wyoming Tops Lobos

i

~

•'

''

'• Lobo 'bas~bailers took· a beating. over the weekend, losing three·
gaines.
·
. Thursday the local Albuq]lerque Dukes blasted out 14 hits that
were good enough .for a 16-4 victory.
In a two-game series with University of Wyomip,g the Hilltoppers fa1•ed little better. Friday,
the Cowboys won the game 21-8
and came back t4e next day to
take a 12-5 decision.
Pitching for the Lobos in the
Duke game were Joe Behl and
Dick Davidson, two semi-professional twirlers. The first four innings indicated that the contest
would be a good one.
Both teams were hitting with
consistency until the Dukes replaced John Jakubov with Mac
Hyde. From then on the downtown
crew pulled away from the Lobos.
The Dukes nabbed 16 runs, 14
hits, and four .errors. Coach'
George Petrol's squad made off
with four runs, eight hits, and six
.elTOrS.
Wyoming capitalized on eight
Lobo errors in the Friday game
to take the start of the series.
Once again Hank Jacobs, centerfielder, and catcher Chuck Hill
were the big guns of the game.
Both men clouted out runs with
two men on each time to raise the
total.
The aforementioned b o b b 1 e s
were too much for the Petrol
crew to overcome however and
the lads from Laramie went home
with the ribbons.
Eddie Talboom and John Kosich
of the grid ranks showed their
penchant for hitting a baseball
and running around bases:
Saturday saw the two teams put
on a good show. It was a closer
game with the Lobos finding the
range.. Coach Petrol used three
pitch~rs in an effort to stem the
tide but the 'Pokes had their eye
on another win.
This week the Lobos will spend
their time in Arizona. Going. up
against a salty Arizona team that
trounced the Dukes twice the
Hilltoppers will try to r~deem
their record.
Today will see the second of the
two games in Tucson, while tomorrow the Lobos meet Tempea team that also took the Dukes
over the coals.

•
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off this afternoon at 4:15 in the

· · Wyoming's Cowboys took the
Lobos into their corral Saturday
in a one-sided tennis meet. Wyoming won 15 of the scheduled 24
matches.
It was only in the doubles that
the home folks were able to show
any force. The Lobos won four of
the seven dual matches.
· Dick· Dohan of Wyoming and
Harry Montgomery of the Cherry
and Silver, turned in the best performances in the two day contest.
· Dohan had to go all out to turn
back Bruce Pieters of UNM, 4-6,
6-4, and 6-1 the first day. During
the second day he followed with a
6-2, 6-2 victory.
Montgomery lost his first tussle
with Seamour Lindenbaum, 6-3,
4-6, and 6-2. He, Montgomery,
came back the second day to defeat John Goodrich, 6-4, 2-6, and
6-4.
Friday's results were as follows: John Goodrich (W) defeated
George Mann (NM) 6-3, 6-4.
George Allen (W) defeated
Other wins for Wyoming on
Friday were recorded as follows:
John Goodrich d J eorge Mann, 6-3,
6-4. George Allen d. Dick Tischhauser, 6-0, 6-2. Duke Picard d.
Bud Catron, 3-6, 6-1, 6-2. Dohan
and Lindenbaum d. Pieters and
Montgomery, 7-5, 6-2.
New Mexico wins were: Bob
Swanson d. AI Ricketts, 6-3, 6-3.
Phil Daly d. Ken Petri, 6-4, 6- 1.
Mann and Swanson d. Goodrich
and Petri, 6-1, 6-4. Tinoco and
Daly d. Johnston and Picard, 6-1,
6-2.
On Saturday the scores were:
'Dahan over Pieters, 6-2, 6-2. Lindenbaum over Mann, 6-1, 5-7, 6-3.
Montgomery UNM over Goodrich,
6-4, 2-6, 6-4. Picard over Swanson,
UNM, 6-4, 6-3. Allen over Tinoco,
UNM, 6-4, 6-2. Rickets over Daly,
UNM, 6-4, 6-2. Ong, UNM, over
Petri, 6-1, 12-10. Johnston over
Catron, UNM, 5-7, 6-3, 6-3. Dohan and Lindenbaum over Pieters
and Montgomery, 6-0, 6-4. Allen
and Rickets over Daly and Tinoco,
6-4, 6-2.

The women's bowling team
scored in seventh place in the 11th
annual National Intercollegiate
Telegraphic American Ten Pin
tournament in a period ending
March 18.
Member!~ of the University
team are LaVerne Henderson,
Marvie Jones, Rosemary Jones,
'
Bonnie
Dean, and Donna Daniels.
The high 10 ·teams in the five
man two-game series were: Col·
lege of Sequoia, Iowa State College, Temple University, University of Washington, Colorado Woman's College, San Jose State
College, M a r y g r o v e College,
UNM, College of St. Scholastica,
and the University of Illinois.
LaVerne Henderson took sixth
place nationally in the two game
series. She was also in sixth place
in the high individual single game
sedes.
·
In the student election vote for
platforms and policies rather than
factions.

seven teams
The seven teams are Pi

All entries are
on the
order

complete line of handsome

~ shirts, neckwear,
underwear, pajamas, sportshirts,

VERI·THIN.

THE PRECISION

WATCH ,

fred MACKEY'S
209 W. Central

Our new CREDIT PLAN
makes it easy for you to
select your watch for as
little - - - as 10% down. Open an
account today.

Judd-Weil~
,

J e w e l r " Co.
402 W. Central
Phone 9832
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This is a Geology Major. Takes life
for J!,ranite. An earthy t:)'pc wit/, rocks in
his head. Thinks nitrates arc cheaper than
day rates. Wouldn't be caught
ossified. without a "Manlwuan" sllirt.
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VOTE
INDEPENDENT

RAY
HARRISON, JR.
:

~~

• Paving-le @ day Yes
• Street Lights and
Crossing light- Yes
• lncrease in Police
DepartmentYes
• Increase in Fire
DepartmentYes
• Traffic Survey
UtilizationYes
• "Off Street" Play
Area•
Yes
• Increase in Child
School Patrols- Yes

I

Heights Harrison ,
for Commissioner Club

'
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,,
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Stories about flying saucers
been circulating around the
for over two years. Dr. LinLaPaz, director of the Instiof Meteoritics here, has been
a study of gathered re-

answers:
"I think there are flying saucers
and that they have something to
do with government experiments,"
said one.
One woman said, "I was so
sca1·ed when the Lobo came out
Friday with that story about flying saucers that I had a slight
case of hysterics."
"1 am sick of people saying they
are little men from Mars," said
one male student. ''Why can't they
be little women?"
"I definitely think there is
something to the stories. But I
don't know what," replied a
fourth student.
What do you think?

Activity Tix Deadline
Set at April 15th

Receives
ampus Support
An Ingram Pickett For Govclub has
founded on
objective of
p;,,JroH bring the
to the people,"
Payne, spokesman for the
announced yesterday.
do not think the people
be compelled to choose betwo despotic political ma" Payne stated. He said the
is supporting the
_fo1~me!r mineral pill
"because we feel he's
man big enough far· the
, club held its first meeting
mght.

April 15 is the deadline for
picking up activity tickets for
Semester II, 1949-50. Tickets may
be picked up in the Associated
Students office from 8:30 to 11:00
a.m. and 1:00 to 4:0\1 p.m. These
tickets will be necessary to get
a MIRAGE.
.

Attention Cager.s

In State College, Pennsylvania, the

appy ·Easter

favorite gathering spot of students
at Pennsylvania State College is
Graham & Sons because it is a
cheerful place- full of friendly
collegiate atmosphere. And when
the gang gathers around, ice-cold
Coca-Cola gets the call. For here,

as in college haunts everywhereCoke belongs.

2.

This is a "Manhattan" Rangewidespread collar with French cuffs. Does
something for your natural contours.
That narrow "Manhauan" tic
is a preuy smart specimeri, too.
i

o
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ocation to Begin ot 10Tonight
IY

CAMPUS FAVORITE

Ask for it tither way ••• !Joth
t;adt-marks mean the same thing.
lotnED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY
COCA-COLA HO'l"l'LJ.l'<IG UO. e llllo b. MA"~illt..TTE AVE.
C 1949, Tho Coca-Cola C""'POII'f

THE MANHATTAN SHIRT COMPAMY

'
'
Copr. 1950, Tho Monhbtton Sh!rfCo,

dormitory . closing
for the four•day period
announced as follows: toand tomorrow night, 11:30;
and Saturday nights, 1
ns usual; nnd Sunday night,

Dining hall officials said they
would be closed Thursday through
Sunday, their last meal being dinnt!r tonight. Regular servi¢e will
resume Monday.
·
The library has set up the following vacation schedule: .today,
S a.m. to 6 p.m., closed thts evenin; tomottow and Friday, 9
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 4
p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon;
and Sunday1 closed all day. Regular hours will begin again Monday.
With today's issue, the Daily
Lobo will cease publication until
Tuesday of next week. The staff
expressed a wish for a Happy
~1aster for evet·yone.
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"Color Is Where
Pard's Eyes Shoot
You See It,"- SUB Player for Bid
"Coffee sure tastes better when

Student Senate Will
Resume Talks Monday
The Stude:r• Senate will meet
in special session on • Monday to
continue discussion of the proposed student constitution, Betty
Bentley, secretary, has announced.
After the preliminary consideration which is now in process
in the committee o.f the whole, the
constitution will be voted upon
in its entirity. The Senate will attempt to finish its work on the
document before the end of next
week, according to Miss Bentley.

.
,,

you can get out o:f class to come
drink it," said a journalism student, sitting in the SUB. Five
other journalism students agreed.
One malcontent, however, stood up
for tea.
A journalism instructor had let
out the class for an hour to allow
the students to find a color storv
- and seven members of the class
had made a bee:Jine for the SUB.
The discussion got journalese.
The topic of conversation was
where to find a color stoxy.
'.'Let's draw straws and have.
one man stand on his head on the
counter," said the coffee-loving
student, "then we can all write it
up/'
This was voted down because
everyone was afraid he would be
it. Other suggestions were prof~
fe1•ed but the one best received
was one man's suggestion:
"I see that the f'ashion news
f1•om Paris says that orange is
the color this spring. All we have
to do is go out and find a girl
wearing orange levis."

That old game of bridge has a
UNM student stumped. Have you
ever been shot down in cold blood
by your partner's eyes?
Red Ackerman, sophomore from
Arlington Heights. lllin;.>iS, was in
just this position Tuesday noon
when he passed his partner's three
club bid.
Red dealt the cards and after
looking at his hand for a moment
he bellowed out, "no-trump." He
had an uncertain frown on his
face; so his partner just upped
the bid to three clubs. The next
time around Red passed the three
club bid because he realized that
he didn't have a legitimate opening.
"Just try playing wHh an experienced . bridge player," Red
commented, "who expects you to
bid what you have in your hand
and not what you wished you had
in your hand.''
With his head hanging low and
his eyes bloodshot! Red headed for
his one o'clock c ass to hide his
shame.
•
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Colorado UIs Host
.To Frat Delegates
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Prizes Awarded

ern Reef Sedimentation," a study
of the coral reefs in the Pacific
area and in North Texas.
The cities on Dr. Wengerd's
lecture tour have not been an·
nounced but all will be in the MidContinent and Rocky Mountain
Regions.

0

As
10
tonight, UNM's
1 a~J~~~~~~ semester break will
Ut
The Easter, or
vac.atii:m will last four days
1 ~~~i~~.resuming next Mon-

For lecture Tour

Coach 'Voody Clements wants
all men interested in spring basketball to meet in the gymnasium
at 4:30 p.m. Monday. He says to
come equipped for practice, and
to come even if not on last year's
team.
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By· Betty Reba)
·
"Child:cen often wander out onto the road during the heavy traffic
hour. Luckily one hasn't been injured yet!" commented one resident
of Varsity Village.
·
In airing their long-pent-up complaints, the tenants pointed to the · Editors and business managers
lack of police protection against prowlers and speedsters.
for the 1960-51 Daily Lobo, MirAfter much agitation' last year warning signs were placed on the age, and Thunderbird were elected
dirt road which passes by Varsity Village. The road is used by Bel-Air yesterday by the Publications
residents as a cut-off from Los Lomas Drive.
Board. The new staff heads will
The University 'placed signs reading "SLOW" near the Village. take charge at the end of this seThe first day, a policeman was also put on duty in the area. He is re- mester.
·
ported to have given out 57 warnings in a two-hour period.
Wright Van Deusen, presently
Since then, a patrolman has not been seen in the area b;ll residents, a night editor, will take the editoralthough it is understood there is a time clock there for regular rounds. ial reins of The Daily Lobo. The
It also was reported that University maintenance had be11ri in- board chose Van Deusen from a
structed to assign a natrolman to the area. To date, the order has not field of four candidates, the largbeen filled because the dirt road was reported too rough for a motor- est in several years. Other applicycle, and no squad car was available.
.
cants were Betty Reba!, Dan
Heaviest traffic is on the read before 8 a.m., during the noon hour, Terry, and Troy Kemper.
and at 5 p.m. Few, if any cars, are reported to slow down in the vicinity
The Daily Lobo business manof the Village.
ager post went to Phil Godfried,
In this phase of the investigations, one complaintant spoke of some who was unopposed. Godfried is
. lumber he had gathered for a fence. He was told to get rid of it by Mr. currently assistant business manHaralson's representative.
ager, and has been on the staff
'
When he answered that it was for a fence, he was told the Uni- for two years.
versity was. going to build fences for all the units. He then told his
Present associate editor Bob
wife to have the lumber taken away with the trash.
Colgan was elected Mirage editor
After it had been removed, this family again inquired about the for next year. Donald Rady was
fences, and was told there had never been any appropriation for fences. the only other applicant for the
They have a small child under two years of age.
position. Taking over the business
As mentioned in yesterday's article, there are two public telephones manager slot on the yearbook will
in the area._ From time to time, tenants have been bothered by prowlers, be Betty Rivers.
but have never been able to get to the phone to call police without
Miss Rivers served in an adverscaring the intruders off.
tising capacity with The Daily
Maintenance trucks are reported to drive at excessive speeds Lobo this year. Incumbent busibetween buildings, without· regard for small children playing behind ness manager Jay Rosenbaum was
the buildings.
also an applicant for the job.
Applying with no opposition1
Edward Abbey was electea
Thunderbird editor, and George
0
D'Alonzo was named business
znanager.
·
Van Deusen's election to The
Daily Lobo position wa~ unanimous. Although his graae point
didn't meet the required minimum, the unanimous alltion
The
three
top
winners
in
the
Dr. Sherman E. Wengerd of
served
to waive the requirement.
featu~e
story
contest
on
the
need
the department of geology, has
election must be approved now
been chosen to appear before 14 , for extra hospital facilities in Al- His
by the Judiciary Committee and
geological societies outside the buquerque have been announced the
dean of his college.
by
the
joint
sponsors,
the
Bataan
state under the auspices of the
Distinguished Lecture Tour of the Memorial Hospital committee and
American Association of Petro- the Albuquerque Tribune.
Entries in the contest --ere stuleum Geologists.
dents in news writing and feature
His lecture will deal with "Mod- writing in the department of jour-·
nalism.
First prize, a portable typewriter went to Don H. Peterson
with Glen Turner being awarded
a Shaffer Pen and Pencil set for
Scott Adler and H. C. Cox left
second spot and Betty Reba! re- this morning for the University
ceivi~g the third place prize, a
of Colorado, Boulder, Colo., to atdesk nen.
tend
the biennial convention of
Judges for the contest were Eta province
of Sigma Alpha EpRobert S. Gillespie, instructor in silon F11iday and Saturday.
journalism; Fred Baker, head of
The Boulder chapter will be
the Denver Post Bureau for New host
the convention. Eta provMexico; and Lee Ferrero, city ince to
is
composed of chapters at
editor of the Tribune.
Denver
University,
Uni'Mr. Dan Burrows of the Tri- versity, Colorado AColorado
& M, New
bune has announced that the three Mexico A M, Colorado School of
winning essays will be published Mines, Wyoming University, Uniin the Albuquerque afternoon pa- versity of Utah, University of
per.
Nevada, and the campus chapter.
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r Survey Circles Dubious
Dr Wengerd Chosen Feature Contest
pus With Vital Queries

other 1 per
of Arizona
the saucer
but many other
and laymen seriously
question.
trip around the campus
the following students'
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Colgan Tops Mirage

yard backstroke record. Jim has
bettered the mark in earliElr workouts and is picked to crack the
mark before the season is completed.
In the half-gainer. department,
Jim Leakou ltept his two year
record without defeat and seems
~uo.•vhodv got into the act over
pool1 Saturday, when headed for another state AAU
:formea Lobo swimming title.
Results of the meet are as folcrushed New Mexico Mililows: 50-yard freestyle, · Ellis
lnstitute 57 to 18.
Coach Dick Milton tested (NM), Griffin (NMMI), 28 sec.;
water's temperature through 100-yard freest y I e, Gunderson
courtesy of the happy swim- (NM), Miner (NM), Morey (NMMI), 1:04.2; 220-yard freestyle,
mermen swept first Godfreid (NM), Baird (NMMI),
honors in all ten E:vents in- Coggins (NMMI) 2:54.5; 440-yard
freestyle, Godfreid ( NM), Maier
the relays.
'
was the first defeat for the (NM), Baird (NMMI), 6:41.2;
from the Institute in five 150-yard backstroke, Woodman
years and the first time the (NM) 1 Leisey (NMMI), Turner
have downed the visitors in stroke, Ferguson (NM), McComas
since the meets have (NMI, Knight (NMMI), 2:56.8;
diving (1 meter board), Leakou
home talent broke the (NM), Morey (NMMI), Dowaliby
conference record in the (NMMI); 300-yard medley relay,
relay, the new time :will UNM (Woodman, Ferguson, Elofficial as it was not a con- lis), 3:30.6; 400-yard freestyle remeet. Jim Woodman came lay, UNM (Gunderson, Miners,
a half-second of the 160- Haven, Ellis) •

.Lobos Hold Sixth ·Place
In National Rodeo Meet
I {

'•

I'

Village Occ.upants Tell Lobo Wright Van Deusen
Of Traffic, Police Complaints To Edit Daily lobo;

By Brooks Currey
the bulk of the Lobo athwere being slaughttrounced, and also dethe swimming team saved

99 per cent of the resaid, are either astronohallucinations and cannot

Lobo , roughriders of the rodeo
team have racked enough points
at this date to acquire sixth place
in the National Intercollegiate
Rodeo being held at San Francisco's Cow Palace. Sui Ross is in
number one spot with Colorado
A & M a close second.
Saturday, Richard· Thompson
and John Daniel 'placed second
and third respectively in the bare
back bronc riding. "Tuffy" Cooper
too'k first in the calf roping event
by a wide margin. Cooper took but
14.5 seconds to rope his calf while
the next best ·time was listed as
21.9.
Jack Cargill was able to assert
his technique on a wild cow and
get first in the milking event. Cargill had a time of 34.8 while the
next man took 42.6 seconds.
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Tl'lo· things OfOrf
college ma,n, should know!
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mmers Save .the Day;
and NMMI First Defeat
Where on earth can you find a
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beachwear and handkerchiefs? Here.
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